
Specifications:

- I t weighs up to 200 Kg with 1 00 g accuracy

- I t measures height up to 200 cm with 1 cm accuracy

- Electronic comparator coin acceptor

- Colour Display, 7 inches size

- Robust load cell

- Name and address of shop can be printed on ticket

- Robust and easy to use machine

- Fast high quality printer with automatic cutter

(ticket is made available to customers only after having been cut

making impossible for customers to jam printer)

- I t prints weight, height, BMI and a judgement about weight condition:

underweight, ideal weight, overweight, obesity class I , class I I and an

indicatoin of the ideal weight range.

Body Weight Smart BWSXA

Precisione
in farmacia

dal 1986
MADE IN ITALY

DPS-Promatic manufactures weighing scales, blood pressure machines

and wireless control systems since 1 981 . Our machines have been sold

worldwide in thousands, translated in many languages. They are robust

and rel iable.

Prodotta in Italia da DPSPromatic srl - via Edison 21 , 471 22 Forlì - Tel.0543-723428 - Fax.0543-796725

E-mail : dps1@dps-promatic.com - www.dps-promatic.com

Dimensions: 33x66x236 cm - peso 45 kg

Power: 1 1 0-230V - 35VA

Display with BMI colour
indication in digital and
analog mode

Ticket example

BWS-XA is a modern people weighing-machine equipped with colour

display and printer with automatic cutter, ideal for the operator who wants

to provide, for a very convenient price, a professional quality service,

without any technical problem. I t measures weight and height and prints a

ticket with BMI calculation, that is the way suggested by WHO (World

Health Organisation) to assess a person weight condition. A special

feature, used for the first time in this scale, is the colour indication of BMI

condition, that makes it immediately understandable by customers.
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